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r\ concept of “abelian lattice ” is defined by adding a ccrtnin existence axiom 
to the modular lattice axioms. l;rom an abelian latticeL, a small abelian category 
AL can be constructed. The construction is based upon identification of 
specified elements ofL as formal graphs of rnorphisms of AL. The objects of AL 
correspond to the intervals [.Y, y] for .Y (1 y in L. The subobjcct and quotient 
object lattices of [s, y] as an object of AL arc isomorphic to the interval sub- 
lattice [x, y] of L. Two objects of AL are isomorphic if and only if the corw- 
spending intervals are projective in L. ‘l‘he construction can be extended to 
a functor from the category of abelinn lattices and lattice homomorphisms to 
the category of small abclian categories and m-act functors. 
.-\ method of constructing an abelian lattice t’rom an abelian group is displayed. 
It is proved that a lattice can hc embedded in an interval sublattice of an abelian 
lattice if .md only if it can he embedded in the lattice of subgroups of some 
abelian group. 
1. INTIIODWTI~N 
The theory of abelian categories is closely connected to the theory of 
modules over a fixed ring. In particular, we have the full embedding theorem 
of B. Rlitchell [5, Thm. 7.2, p. 1511 that every small abelian category has an 
exact full embedding into a category of modules over a fixed ring. 
The theory of modular lattices is also intimately bound to the theory of 
modules. As a starting point, the submodules of a module form a modular 
lattice. However, lattice identities not deducible from modularity are also 
satisfied in lattices of submodules, as B. Jonsson showed in [3]. Lattices of 
submodules have not yet been characterized by lattice identities. 
The author postulates existence of certain projectivity isomorphisms 
between intervals of a modular lattice, in defining an abelian lattice. A rough 
suggestion of its purpose may be given by considering the lattice of sub- 
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modules of some module X. If G and H are disjoint submodules of X, the 
graphs of module homomorphisms G + H correspond to certain submodules 
of ,Y. If G and Hare not disjoint, the difficulty might be avoided by choosing 
a submodule G’ of X that is isomorphic to G and disjoint from H. The 
abelian lattice axiom implies the existence of such a G’, in lattice-theoretic 
terms. A theory of formal homomorphism graphs in a lattice then becomes 
possible. 
In the second section, a discussion of homomorphism graphs, and 
corresponding lattice considerations, is given. The construction of a small 
abelian category from an abelian lattice is given in detail in the third section. 
The fourth section gives the construction of an abelian lattice from an 
abelian group and the embedding characterization described in the abstract. 
A final section discusses possible further developments. 
Nan!; of the concepts of this paper are suggested by the studies of relations 
in abclian categories [4, 71. Tl rose theories form a bridge between lattice 
theory and category theory. 
2. ~~OTIVATION OF THE ~~IAIN CONSTRUCTION 
Let ,‘I2 and M be left modules over a fixed ring il. The graph e!~ of a 
fl-homomorphism e : M -+ M is the submodule {(.Y, e(x)) : x E M} of the 
direct sum rlla 112’. For our purposes, the negative graph ep -= (-e)im = 
((x, -e(.x)) : x E M> is more convenient. 
Any relation Y : M - &!’ has a positive graph Y- and negative graph r-~, 
given by: m(r)& iff (m, m’) E r + iff (~2, -vL) E Y-, for WE  AZ and wi E AZ’. 
If r belongs to the lattice L(M @ M’) t 0. su modules of :12 c, Jr’, then 7 is b 
called an “additive” relation [4, 71. Clearly, 
r: EL(M @ M’) iff 7- E L(M @ ,%Z’). 
Identify L%1 and M’ with M 0 0 and 0 0 M’ in L(M 0 AZ’). Given an 
additive relation Y : M -+ M’, we have (in L(M @ M’)): 
Y is everywhere-defined iff T- u AT’ = M u M'; (2.1) 
r is onto iff r- U ;I/1 -1 MU 121'; (2.2) 
r is single-valued iff r- n lW' = 0; (2.3) 
r is one-one iff Y- n M = 0. (2.4) 
Now, a relation Y : M- M’ is a (I-homomorphism iff it is additive and 
a function (everywhere-defined and single-valued). Also, it is a /I- 
isomorphism iff it is a one-to-one and onto /l-homomorphism. 
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Suppose AZ” is also a left A-module, and f : AZ’ ---f M” is a A-homo- 
morphism. In the lattice of submodules L(M @ N’ 0 M”), 
If -e(.*) + y mm: 0, then y :=- e(x). So, we have 
(ec Uf-) f7 (;VZ U AlII”) {(,L’, 0, -fe(x)) : 9 E .\I), 
which corresponds to (fe) The less convenient form ((Je)- corresponds 
to (el U f +) n (iv U 111”). 
From the above, the category structure of morphisms and composition 
of morphisms has been put into terms of direct sums and lattice operations. 
So, to put the basic abelian category structures into lattice terms, it suffices 
to express direct sums by means of lattice operations. 
Let X be a A-module, and 1, an ideal in the lattice of submodules of .‘i. 
If NC G for 1I, G EL, then considerable information about the module 
GjH may be deducible from L. This motivates the old idea of considering 
y/s to be an object if [x,,v] is an interval in a modular lattice. Ii. Dedckind’s 
original work of 1900 cited in [I, p. 4121 suggests this view, and 0. Ore [6] 
developed it more explicitly. In the following, S is regarded as some all- 
embracing object, in that ev-cry object of the constructed abelian category 
corresponds to a quotient of submodules of S. 
For disjoint elements G and G’ of L, we know that G u G’ CI G t$ G’. 
Since our objects arc intervals of L, WC would like to form (G/H) 0 (G’:H’). 
Say that G/H and G’/IZ’ arc “relatively disjoint” or “r-disjoint” if G n G’ 
H n H’. In effect, we are temporarily working in ,Y,‘(H n H’). In that CL\SL’, 
WC shall prove that 
(G/H) Q; (G//H’) ‘v (G u G’)/(H u H’). 
So, the direct sum of r-disjoint intervals can be expressed as an interval of I,. 
The modular lattice generated by four elements G, H, G’ and H’ subject to 
the relations H C G and H’ C G’ is a distributive lattice with eighteen elements 
[1, p. 66, #6(a)]. If G n G’ ~~ H n N’, then the nine-element lattice T,, of 
Fig. 1 is obtained. 
Corresponding to the Koether isomorphisms for submodules of -Y, we 
can define reciprocal lattice isomorphisms between transposed intervals 
of a modular lattice [I, Thm. 13, p. 131. For X, y EL, let I, and I, denote the 
interval sublatticcs [X n y, X] and [y, s u y], respectively. Then I,, and 1, 
are called “transposed” intervals, and are isomorphic lattices by the reciprocal 
maps 
L:(x, y) : I, --f II given by 6(x, y)(z) - y U 2. 
D(x, y) : II - I,, given by D(x, y)(z) = x’ n z. 
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GU G’ 
Hn H’ 
FIG. I. ‘The lattice T, . 
Any composite of such transpose isomorphisms is called a “projectivity” 
isomorphism; its domain and range arc called “projective” intervals. 
Let J denote H u H’. We see from T, that G/H ‘v (G U H’)/J by U(G, J) 
and G’/lI’ x (G’ u H)/J by U(G’, J). But (G u H’)/J and (G’ u H)jJ are 
disjoint in AY!J, since (G u W’) n (G’ u H) :- H u H’ == J in T, . So, 
G n G’ _ I-I n H’ implies 
(Gil-l) (2 (G’IH’) ‘v ((G u H/)/J) @ ((G’ u H)/J) ‘v (G u G’)j(H u I-I’), 
proving the assertion above. 
It is convenient to work with lattice homomorphisms (hereafter called 
“maps”). Let 2 denote the lattice with two elements 0 and I, such that 
0 C 1. An “object” of L is a map A : 2 + L. We will write -4O and ,4l for 
A(O) and A(l), respectively. By definition, A0 C A’. The notation &P/;iIO will 
sometimes be used to represent d. 
Define maps 01”~ & : 2 - T,, by 
o!,,(O) = H p,,(O) :T- H’ 
uo( I) = G p,,(l) = G’. 
Then objects A, B : 2 -L are v-disjoint iff there exists a map lz : To -L 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
L 
Since {G, N, G’, H’J- generates To , the map h is unique if it exists. 
If G/H and G’/H’ are r-disjoint and e : G/H - G’IH’ is a A-homo- 
morphism, then ep can be identified with a submodule of (G u G’)/(H u H’), 
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by the above. Furthermore, such submodules can be identified with 
submodules of X between II u H’ and G u G’. Now, if ep is added to T, 
such that H u H’ C e - C G u G’, then a modular lattice with 26 elements 
is generated. Corresponding to (2.1))(2.4), we have 
e is everywhere-defined iff Ed U G’ ~~ G U G’; (2. la) 
eisontoiffemuG-GuG’; (2.2a) 
e is single-valued iif e n G’ :- 15’; (2.3a) 
e is one-one iff em i? G H. (2.4a) 
To characterize A-homomorphisms, w-c suppose (2.la) and (2.3a) are satisfied, 
HnH’ 
FIG. 2. ‘I’hc lattice T. 
and obtain the 17 element lattice T of Fig. 2. AIore precisely, T is the modular 
lattice generated by {G, I-i, G’, N’, em-} subject to the relations 
HC G, H’ C G’, GnG’- HnH’, 
IIu H’Ce-C Gu G’, 
P u G’ =-- G u G’, e n G’ -= H’. 
Note that T,, is a sublattice of T. Let LX, /3 : 2 + T denote q, and PO, 
respectively, followed by the inclusion map. 
Suppose A, B : 2 -L are v-disjoint. Then the morphisms A -- + B of the 
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constructed abelian category are in one-to-one correspondence with maps 
12 : T ---f L such that the following diagram commutes: 
We shall say that h : T --, L “goes from ,-Z to B” if ha = A and h/3 -z B. 
Also, h- will denote k(e ) for h : T + L. A map II : T -L is called 
“isorepresentative” if h(ep u G) == h(G u G') and h(ep n G) = h(H), 
corresponding to (2.2a) and (2.4a). An isorepresentative map h from A to B 
corresponds to a fl-isomorphism ;2 1/LjIo + B1,!Bo. Such an h can be charactcr- 
izcd by the equations k u =3l ---. .I’ u Bnl and k n d-P m= Jo, since 12 
is a map. 
Supposef, g : T --f L such thatfgoes from rl to B and g goes from B to C. 
IJnder certain disjointness conditions for =2, B, and C, we can define a 
uniqueg of : T ---f L from d to C such that (g cf)) = (f u g.-) n (A1 u Cl). 
This formula is analogous to the earlier formula given for the negative graph 
of a composite function. It is used to define composition in the constructed 
ahelian category. 
There remains the problem of defining morphisms and composition 
relative to objects that arc not r-disjoint. Suppose A, B : 2 + L. First, we 
choose an isorepresentative h : T ---f L from A to some object C which is 
r-disjoint from both /I and B. Then let k : T -L go from C to B. The 
ordered pair (k, h) is called a “morphism representative” from *q to B via C. 
The morphisms from iz to B are defined as equivalence classes of represen- 
tatives under a suitable notion of equivalence. The composition of morphisms 
is defined by a suitable generalization of the g cf operation. 
In order for morphism representatives to exist, there must be an iso- 
representative h from A to sonic other object, for any object d. In fact, this 
assumption is all that is needed for the construction. 
DEFINITION. An “abelian” lattice is a modular lattice L satisfying: 
(AL) For every object A of L, there exists an isorepresentative 
R : T -r L such that hn = /I. 
Th ere IS an “up-down” projectivity isomorphism in T as follows: 
[G n e-, G] --f [ec, G u e-1 - [H’, (G u e-) n G’] 
Therefore, a map h : T -+ L from A to B has an associated up-down 
projectivity isomorphism 
D(l(h), h-)U(Al, h-) : [K(h), A”] 4 [BO, I(h)] 
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where K(h) denotes A1 n hm and 1(h) denotes (PII u Iz ) n LP. 1\‘e will 
prove later that K(h) and I(h) are analogous to the kernel and image of h, 
respectively. So, the projectivity isomorphism above is analogous to the 
isomorphism of coimage and image in an abelian category. 
If h is isorepresentative, then K(h) Lln and I(h) ~~~ 19. So, [#, 4’1 and 
[BO, EP] arc projective intervals by the above if /2 is isoreprcsentative. In fact, 
(L-1L) is equivalent to (AL’) below. 
(/IL,‘) For every A4 : 2 + I,, there exists B : 2 + 1, such that L4 and B 
are r-disjoint and there is an up-down projectivity isomorphism from 
[AO, L41] to [RO, El’]. 
From the above, (AL) implies (JL’). Assume (dL’), and let 
D(x, y)U(u, v) : [*-I”, A’] - [BO, Bl] 
for .v,y, u, u EL. Then x ~:m Ri, y ~~ z and u zA1. There is no difficulty in 
proving existence of an isoreprescntative /z : T --+ L from &4 to B such that 
h- = y r\ (A’ LJ Br). So, (AL’) implies (.?L). 
Further discussion of axiom (L4L) may be found in Section 4. 
In this section, we examine the inner structure of abelian lattices, to prove 
that the program we have outlined can be carried out. Hereafter, we assume 
that L denotes an abelian lattice. Results 3. I to 3. IO, however, are valid in any 
modular lattice. 
For 13, B : 2 -I,, define A ’ B if R” C A” C L-P C W. This relation 
gives the objects of L an upper semilattice structure. The lub of .*I and R, 
denoted L4 v B, equals (-4’ u Bl)/(A” r‘l BO). A glb for .3 and B would 
have the form (Al n Bi)/(AO u BO), but it may be that Jo u B” Q i3l n B’. 
However, if A and B have any lower bound, then the expression ahove is 
their gZb. 
If A and B are r-disjoint and c1 _ U, then .-l and C are r-disjoint. 
A sequence A, , A, ,..., il,. of objects is called a “left” sequence if -4, and 
i3, v i2, v .” v Ajpl are r-disjoint for 1 <j -: Y. It is called a “mixed” 
sequence if some permutation of its terms is a left sequence. 
Any permutation or subsequence of a mixed sequence is a mixed sequence. 
In particular, two different terms of a mixed sequence are u-disjoint. \Ve will 
show that mixed sequences lead to certain distributivitp relationships. 
It is known that X, y, z in L distribute (that is, generate a distributive 
sublattice of L) if they satisfy any of the six possible distrihutivity equations 
[l, Thm. 12, p. 371. This theorem will be used without reference hereafter. 
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3.1. If A, B : 2 + I, are Y-disjoint, .4O C x, y C A1 and B” C z C B1, 
then x, y and z distribute. If L-1, B, C is a mixed sequence, A0 C x C Al, 
B” C y C B1 and Co C z C Cl, then x, y and z distribute. 
Proof. For the first part, wc can prove 
(x i-7 z) u ( y n z) =: (AA u y) f-l 3. 
We can prove the same equality in the second part if -4, B, C is a left sequence. 
l’hc other cases are the same except for labelling. 
3.2. If A, B, C is a mixed sequence, then (A’ u B’) n Cl =p (,P u B”) n Co. 
If -3, B, C, D is a mixed sequence, then 
(Al u B’ u Cl) A D1 (;-I” u B” u Co) n Do. 
Proof. The first part follows from the fact that -3l, B1, C1 distribute and 
-Jo, B”, Co distribute, using 3.1. 
For the second part, A, B, C, D can be permuted into a left sequence by 
hypothesis. Say that A is the last term of this left sequence, so A and 
B v C v D are r-disjoint. Th en 4, B1 u Cl and D1 distribute and A”, 
B” u C’” and Do distribute by 3.1. The result then follows, using the first 
part. The cases in which B, C, or D is the last term of the left sequence are 
similar. 
3.3. Let A, 17, C be a mixed sequence, 
do C x C .4l u B1 and C°CyCB1u Cl. 
Then x, B1 and y distribute. As a covollavy, s n (B1 u Cl) C (x n Bl) u CO. 
Proof, We have 
(&4O n C")u BIC (X ny)u B1 
C(xuB1)n(yuB1) 
C(Alu B1)n(C1u B1) 
= (4l n Cl)u B1 = (A0 n C")u Bl, 
using the hypotheses and 3.1. So, x, B1 and y distribute. The corollary is 
proved by setting y = C1 and observing that x n Cl C Co by 3.2. 
We now develop some results about maps T + L. 
DEFINITION. Let S(A, B) denote the set of maps 12 : T ---f L from A to B 
for A,B:2+L. Since htS(A,B). IS a map, it is determined if /z(x) is 
known for all x in the generating set {G, H, G’, II’, em} for T. But hoi = A 
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and /z/l = B imply h(G) = -4l, h(Z1) ~~ i1’, Iz(G’) ~~~ Kr and h(If’) - B”. 
The relations defining T imply that 
A0 c rl’ an d B” C B’ 
A’ n B’ =- i1O n B” 
A0 v B” C l7r C .-I’ u B1 
B’ u 17 z--z d’ u B’. 1P n h ~- B”. 
The first two lines above are satisfied if?’ z4 and B are r-disjoint objects. 
Therefore, S(A, B) is in one-to-one correspondence with elements k of I, 
satisfying the last two lines above if d and B are r-disjoint, and S(A, B) is 
empty- otherwise. 
Let K(h) denote d1 n lzm and 1(h) d enote (,--I’ u hr) n B1 for CI t S(,4, U). 
So, /lo C K(h) C ;2l and BO C Z(h) C Br. If K(h) ~~~ .4O and I(h) -: B1, then lz 
is “isorepresentativc.” The set of isorepresentativc maps of S(A, B) is 
denoted X(4, B). Clearly, 1(l7) == B’iff Bl C .4l u hr iff 91 u Bl :-- A1 u hr. 
3.4. If .f, g t S(A, B) .for A, B : 2 -~ + L such that f C gp, then j R. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. ‘I’hen Sp n B1 :: B” =: gm n B1 and 
j- u B’ =I A1 v l3l :~m gp u B1. So, ,f -~: 2 by modularity [I, Lemma 1, _
p. 361. Therefore, f ~~~ g by the one-to-one correspondence between maps 
of S(A, B) and their graphs. 
TVe now define g of as previously indicated. 
3.5. Let A, B, C be a mi.ved sequence, f g S(.d, R) and ,y t S(l1, C). Then 
there is a unique map, denoted R :) f, in S(A+l, C), sucl7 that 
(g c j)- (.f- ug-) n (A1 u Cl). 
Furthermore, 
K(g3j) = (K(g)ufm)n.T and r(g o j) = (I(j) ug ) n Cl. 
So, K( g of) 3 K( f ), and K( g of) = R( f ) if K(g) =- B”. Similar/y, 
I(gof)CI(g), andI(xzf) --I(g) ijI(j) = B1. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses, and let x m= (J’ u gm) n (.-1l u Cl). 
To prove the existence of g 0 f in S(A, C) such that (g cf) ~: .x, it is 
sufficient to prove A0 U Co C x C =I1 U Cl, C? U s A1 U C’ and 
Cl n x = CO, since il and C are r-disjoint. The first two are verified from 
the hypotheses and modularity. To prove Cl n x = Co, it suffices to show 
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using modularity and 3.3. Therefore, g of in S(A, C) exists such that 
(g of)- = x, and uniqueness follows from 3.4. 
Since f -, g-, and B1 distribute by 3.3, 
K(gof) = (f- ug-)n Al 
= (f- u(g-nBl))n A1 = (K(g)ufp)n Al. 
Now Al, Cl, and B1 u g- distribute by 3.3, and .4t n Cl = .4O n Co C 
B' u g-. Therefore 
(Aluf-ug~)nCIC(A1uB1ug-)nC1 
= (Aln C1)u((B1ug-) n C1)CB1ug-. 
Since A1 u f-, B1, and gm distribute by 3.3, we have 
I(gOf) =(Alufm-ug-)nP 
= (((Al uf-) n B1) u g-) n Cl == (I(f) u gm) n Cl, 
using modularity. The final parts of 3.5 follow from the formulas for K( g ( f) 
and I( g of). 
3.6. Associafivify. Let -4, B, C, D lw a mixed sequence, f t S(A, B), 
g E S(B, C), IZ E S(C, D) and x -: (.f u gm u 12 ) n (-4' u Dl). iVwn 
(/zc(gof))-- == ((hog)of)m = xandh~(g~.f) = (hog)p,f. 
Proof. Clearly d and D are r-disjoint and ,-1O u Do C .2: C A1 u D’. 
Also, IIt u x = A1 u D1 by modularity and D’ u h- -~= Cl u D1, etc. 
If D1 n s -= Do, there exists y E S(4, D) such that ?I- = s. 
Kow, by 3.2 we have 
(.4O u B” u Co) n Do C(fp ug-)n D1 
C ((,f- ug-) n D1) u (Cln Dl) 
C(fpug-uC1)nDIC(A1uB1uC1)nD1 
..: (z40 u B” u Co) n Do. 
So, (fm u gp) n D1 C Do and f- u g-, Cl and D1 distribute. Also, 
(f - u g-) n Cl == (g ~,f)- n I'? =A CO. Therefore 
Co u D1 C ((f-m u g-) n h-m) u D1 
C (f- ug- u D1) n (h- u Dl) 
= (.f- ug- u Dl)n(Clu D1) 
=((f-ug~)nC1)uD1=CouD? 
So, .f- u g-, h-, and D1 distribute, from which D1 n x = Do follows easilv. 
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SO, y E S(A, D) exists with y ~~~ s. Now (h 0 (g ~>f))- C x -= y since 
(P .f) Cf “‘T, so k c (g u.f) y by 3.4. Similarly (11 g) ‘.f 2 y, 
proving 3.6. 
The isorepresentativcs possess an invertibilitp propcrt)-, described below. 
3.1. If k t S’I(d, B), then there is a unique map in SI(B, -d), denoted h l, 
such that (h-m’)- h , and (h-l) 1 ~~ h. Jf A, B, C is a rnised sequence, 
f~ %(A, B) andg E SI(B, C), theng r ,f~ S’I(.3, C), and (g c>f) 1 f 1 g ml. 
I’YOOf. ‘l’he first part follows from the definitions, except that uniqueness 
and (hpl)mm’ 12 follow from 3.4. 
For the second part, g 7a.f E SI(=l, C) follows from 3.5, and (g ,I) 1 
j r g-I follows from 3.4. 
The next result is related to monomorphism and epimorphism properties. 
3.8. Let -1, B, C he a wlised sequence, f E S(.1, B) and g c S(B, C’). If 
Wx’) J R” then 
((g C’f) u g ) n (-4’ u B’) ~~ f . 
I/ I(f) ~~ B’, then 
((g c,.f)- uf ) A (B’ u C’) <g . 
(:~ROLLARY. g ’ :- (g of) ,f if g E S’I(B, C), and (g -f) f ’ g ;f 
f E SI(A, B). Also, if K(g) B” and g c’.fi g of2 fov fi ,f2 E S(-1, B), 
then.f, == f2 . Similarly, if I(f) B1 and g1 :>.f g, 0 f for g1 , gz t S( B, C), 
then g, =- gr . 
Pyoqf. Assuming the hypotheses, (g j’) u g -: ,f- u g bp modularity. 
If K(g) ~~ g- n B1 -= BO, then 
f - C ((g of) u R ) n (Al u W 
C f- u (g- n (2-I’ u Bl)) 
Cf u (g A B1) u il” --,f , 
using 3.3. If I(f) = B1, then A’ ~j’ .4l u B1 and (g 0.f‘) of 
f- u g by modularity. Therefore, 
((g"f)- uf-)n(BluC?) g , 
similarly to the above. The corollaries follow from these two equations and 
3.4. 
3.9. Letf E S(A, B). If C : 2 ---FL such that A1 = Cl, and A” C Co C K(f), 
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then g t S(C, B) exists such that gm = f -. If 11 : 2 + L such that B” : DO, 
and I(f) C D1 C B”, then h E S(A, D) exists such that h == fm. 
The proof is straightforward, and is omitted. 
The following results relate to the zero morphisms. 
3. IO. For -3, B : 2 + L such that A and B are r-disjoint, there exists a 
unique map in S(A, B), denoted O(B, A) or 0, such that 0 = A1 v B”. If 
f E S(A, B), then f = 0 ifJ K(f) ~ A1 #I(f) = B”. Let A, B, C be a mixed 
sequence, g E S(*4, B) and h E S(B, C). Then h (1 g == 0 iff I( g) C K(h). 
C’OROLLARY TO 3. lo. h 0 O(B, 9) = O(C, ,il) : O(c, B) o g. 
Proof. There is no difficulty in proving the existence of O(B, &!l), and 
uniqueness follows by 3.4. The equivalence of f == 0, K(f) ~~ ,P and 
1(f) B” also follows by direct computation and 3.4. 
For the second part, I(g) C K(/L) iff 1(g) u lz- ~ 1zr iff 1(/z 0 g) 
(I(g) u 12~) n Cl =: Co iff h “g m:. 0, bv modularity, 3.5 and the above. 
The final part follows from the above results. 
In the following, the concept of morphism is developed sufficiently to 
state the fundamental definitions and the main theorem. 
~EFISITION. A “morphism representative from ~2 to R v-ia C” for 
/l, B, C : 2 - I, is an ordered pair (h, g) such that g E SZ(A, C) and 
h E S(C, B). Let R(d, B) denote the set of morphism reprcscntatives from 
.-1 to B via any object, and let N,(ag, B) denote the set 
fg : (h, g) E R(A, B) for some hj. 
For g E RJA3, B), let R(A, B, g) denote 
((k, h) E R(A, B) : h =mm g] 
and let R(R) denote gp. r\‘ote that g E SZ(A, R(g)) and h E S(R(g), B) for 
(h, g) E R(A, B). 
We will show that, for fixed z!! and B, all of the sets R(,IZ, B, g) are 
canonically isomorphic. Then an equivalence relation is defined on R(A, R) 
by these isomorphisms. Each R(A, B, g) contains exactly one representative 
of each equivalence class, and the images of a representative under the 
canonical isomorphisms form its equivalence class. 
A category is called an “isomorphism system” if there is exactly one 
morphism X --f Y for any objects X and Y. Clearly, the unique morphisms 
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S ---f I’ and Y -+ X are reciprocal isomorphisms in an isomorphism system. 
Also, every triangle is commutative. We shall define functions 
b(g,f) : 4% Rf) --+ w, 4 g) for all f, g E K&J, B) 
such that an isomorphism system is formed. 
A more convenient form of axiom (z4-1L) is given next. 
3.11. Let A, B : 2 -+ I,. Then g t R&-l, B) iff g t SZ(A, R(g)) and 
R(g) ::. g,8 is r-disjoint from B. For any C : 2 -L, there exists g E R,(A, B) 
such that R(g) and C are r-disjoint. 
I’roqf. If g E Sl(A, R(g)) and R(g) is r-disjoint from B, then 
(O(B, R(g)), g) E R(A, B) bq’ 3.10, and so g t R,(A, B). The converse is 
obvious. 
By axiom (AL), we can choose an object 1) and a map /z c S1(il v B v C, D). 
Let .I‘ (-go u h ) n (/iI u Dl), and define 
E” s n II1 and 19 -~~ (L41 u ,x) n P. 
Then I!” C E” C El C Ui, so E l:‘l!l:o ‘/ is an object and I< -.; I). Since 
,4 v B v C and D arc r-disjoint, B and C are both r-disjoint from E. So, if 
there exists g t Sl(/I, E), then g 5 R,(L-l, B) and the second part follows. 
But such a g exists with g x, as is easily proved. 
DEFINITION. Let ,-I ~ Ji , =1, ,..., d-1,,, denote that -4 and -Ai v il, v ... v .4,,, 
are r-disjoint objects. Sometimes R(f) will h e replaced by ,f in this notation. 
For example, if f, g : T + L, then .f / .J, B, g means R(f) is r-disjoint from 
B v B v R(g). 
Let .f, g F R,(.4, B) for ,-I, B : 2 + 1,. If f =1, B, g or g 1 A, B,f, then 
H( g,.f) : R(A) B,f) 4 R(A, B, g) is given by 
4g,f)(if) = (I. 2 (ff~‘rlhR) 
This definition is proper since R(g), <4, R(f) and R(g), R(f), B are mixed 
sequences. 
For any f, g E R,(A, B), we can choose h E R,(,-l, U) by 3.1 I such that 
12 1 A, B, f, g. Define +( g, .f) : R(4, B, ,f) --+ R(A, B, g) as the composite 
function O( g, h) B(h,/). It remains to show that $( g,f) is independent of 
the choice of h. 
3.12. Let A, B : 2 + L and f, g E R,(A, B). Then (b(g, f) is well-dejined, 
and the functions + form. an isomorphism system for the sets of 
WM &J) : f E R&L W 
If f I 4 B, g 0~ g I 4 Rf, then $(g,.f) == Q,f). 
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Proqf. Suppose h , ‘4, B, j or j , 9, R, h for 12, j E R,(rl, B). Since 
h o j-1 ~ (j o h-l)- l by 3.7, WC have B(h, j) .!I( j, h)(k, h) = (k, h) for all 
(k, h) E R(4, 13, h), using 3.8. Similarly, O( j, h) 8(h, j) := I, and so B( j, h) 
and B(h, j) are reciprocal set isomorphisms between R(il, B, h) and R(‘4, B, j). 
Supposef 1 ,4, B, g or g / d, B, f. If h / -4, R, f, g, then R(g), R(h), R(f), B 
and K(g), R(h), A, R(f) are mixed sequences. For (k, f) E R(A, B,f), 
we have 
f4,~, h) Wt.f)(kf) = ([k 0 (f 0 h-l)1 3 Vl og-lh g> 
= (k 0 (f 0 [jr-l 0 (h 0 g-l)], g) = Q,f)(k,f), 
by 3.6 twice and 3.8. Therefore, $(g,f) 77 O(g,f) iff! A, B,g org ] A, B, f. 
Suppose h, j E R,(il, B) such that h 1 A, B, f, g and j / A, B,,f, g. Choose 
m t R,(z4, B) such that m 1 r2, B, f, g, h, j, by 3.11. Then 
e( g, h) B(h, f) = O( g, m) e(m, h) Qt m) e(m, f) = Q( g, 4 WI, f), 
by the results above. Similarly, O( g,,j) O( j, .f) = O( g, 112) O(m, f), proving 
that 4( g, ,f) is well-defined. 
Choosing h E R,(A, B) such that h / -3, B, f, we have $(f, f) = 
O( f, h) 0(/l, ,f) T= 1. Finally, suppose f, g, h E R,(=2, B), and choose 
m E &(A, B) such that m / A, B, f, g, h, by 3.11. So, 
$42, g) 4( g, f) = 4h, 4 Wn, d 4 g, m> e(m, f) 
= W, m) e(m,f> = cb(h,f), 
by results above. Therefore, the functions 4 form an isomorphism system. 
DEFINITION. Let (j,f) - (kg) in R(4 B) mean that 4(g,f)(j,f) = 
(K, g). Since the functions 4 form an isomorphism system, N is an equivalence 
relation. Let R(A, B)/+ denote the set of equivalence classes with respect 
to this relation. Let [ j,f] denote the equivalence class of (j, f) in R(A, B). 
The elements of R(A, B)/+ are the morphisms from 4 to B in A, . 
Since+( f,f) = 1, note that (j,f) N (k,f) iff j = k. Also, if A, B, C : 2 ---f L 
and ( j, f) E R(A, B), then there exists (k, g) N (j, f) in R(A, B) such that 
g / C. [Choose g E R,(B, B) such that g 1 C by 3.11, and let (k, g) = 
4(g,f)(if) by 3.12.1 
3.13. Let A, B, C : 2 - L, f E R(A, B)/+ and g E R(B, C)/‘+. Then there 
exist representatives ( fi , fJ and (g, , g,) for f and g, respectively, such that 
g2 0 (g, OfJ is defned, and so (ga 0 (8, ofi), fi) E RG4, C). Lf (h2 , h,) and 
(k, , k,) are also representatives for f and g, respectively, such that k, 0 (k, 0 h,) 
is de$ned, then in R(A, C) we have 
(gz 0 (g, ofi), fi) - (k, 0 (k, 0 h,), h,). 
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Proof. Choose any represcntatiw (‘yz , g,) for g, and then choose a 
representative (.f, ,fJ for f such that .fi 1 U, Cf, xl , by 3.1 1 and 3.13. Since 
W,), 6 Wh) and Kfd, R(,h), c arc mixed sequcnccs, 
‘ye ( g, L’ .A) t’ qq f& (4 and (gs ,) (g, ,.fi),fJ t lqAA, C’). 
d(Sl ,.fJg, I’ (Sl r f&f,) =- (62 r (fl i %), 5,) 
by the above results and 3.6 twice. [Since f, : B, C,f; and sI I U, C,fi, t, 
and f, / c’, K(s,). R(f,), R(r,), c‘ and R(sl), R(.f,), B, R(t,) are mixed 
sequences.] 
By a similar argument, 
+(A-, ) h,)(k, 0 (12, c h2), hl) (t2 C’ (tl 0 s.,), sl) 
But then in K(rl, C) we have 
(s:! o (g1 >f?!), fl) - (6 c (6 .i 4, 4 - (4 o (k, ” 4, 4). 
DEFINITION. Let 2’ denote the category of abelian lattices and maps, 
and let 02 denote the category of small abelian categories and exact functors. 
Assume b : I, ---f M in 2%. Then A,(A) denotes bA : 2 ---f M for A : 2 ---f L. 
If f -= [c2 ,fJ is in R(A, B),/+ for A, B : 2 - L, then A,(f) denotes [bfz , bfJ. 
As outlined next, A,(f) E R(bA, bB)/+, and is independent of the choice of 
representative. 
3.14. Let b : L --f M in 9. Then 
(I) If h E S(C, D) in L, then bh E S(bC, bD) in M, (bh)p = b(h ), 
K(bh) =: b(K(h)) and I(bh) =-: b(I(h)). Also, bh is isorepresentative if k is 
isorepresentative. 
(2) Let A, B, C : 2 + L. Then b(A v B) = b/l v bB and bA 1 bB ;f 
A 1 B. So, bA, bB, bC is a mixed sequence if A, B, C is a mixed sequence. 
(3) Iff E S(A, B) andg t S(B, C) for a mixed sequence A, B, C : 2 ---f L, 
then b(g of) = bg o bf. Iff E SI(A, B), then b(f p’) -= (bf)pl. 
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(4) If (f2 ,fl) E R(3, B) fey A, B : 2 -+ L, then (Ofi , @“,) E R(bA, bB) 
and R(VJ = b(R(fd). If ( fz ,.A) - (g2 , g,) in R(4 B), then (bh , bfl) - 
(hg2, bgl) in R(hA, bB). So, A,(f) is well-defined. 
Proof. All of the above follow easily from lattice homomorphism 
properties. 
This completes the preparation, and wc can now state the following: 
~IXIN THEOREM. Let L be an abelian lattice, and let A, ha-de as oliects 
maps 2 + L, as morphisms A,(il, B) = R(A, B)/+ for A, B : 2 ---f L, and 
composition of morphisms A,(B, C) x A,(A, B) + A,(i3, C) given lay 
[g, ,g,l[f, ,fJ = [g, 0 (gl ofi),fil for A, B, C: 2 --+L. (By 3.13, corn- 
position is well-dejined.) Then A, is a small abelian category. The subobject and 
quotient object lattices qf the object A of A, are isovnosphic to the inteveal 
sublattice [AO, Al] of L. Two objects -1, B are isomorphic in A, iff [z40, Al] and 
[B”, B1] are projectice intervals of L. 
If h : L - ill in 9, then A, given by At,(J) and A,(f) is an exact functor 
A,. -+ A,, . <f A is given by A, and A(, , then A is a functor 9 mm+ CZ. 
\Ve first verify that A, is a small category. Clearly AL(J, B) and A,(C, II) 
are disjoint unless A =: C and B : D. 
Suppose A, B, C, D : 2 -L, f E R(A, B)/$, g E R(B, C)/d, and 
h E R(C, D)$. Let h = [h, , hJ, let g := [g,, , gr] such that g1 1 C, D, k, , 
and let f --. [fz , fJ such that fr 1 B, C, D, g1 , h1 , by 3.11. Then 
hi4 f == Wz 0 (4 0 id 0 (8, ~fd,fil 
= P2 o (4 o ( Y2 o ( g1 o .f,)))Y fil 
= h(d), 
by 3.6 twice, since R(f,), R(g,), C, R(h,) and R(f,), R(g,), R(h,), D are 
mixed sequences. This proves associativity. 
3.15. Let ,4 : 2 ---f L. If f~ R,(A, 9), then (f-ml, f) t R(,4, A), and 
+(g,f)(f-l, f) = (g-l, g) for any g E R,(A, A). Furthermore, [f-l, f] is an 
identity morphism for A in A, , denoted l(J). 
The proof is a straightforward application of 3.7, 3.8, 3.11, and 3.12; it is 
omitted. 
Since the class of maps 2 -*L is a set, and R(A, B)/4 is a set for 
-1,B : 2 --, L, \ve have proved that A, is a small category. 
Several equivalent alternative definitions for A, are possible. For example, 
a morphism representative from A to B via C could be a pair (k, g) such that 
g E S(A4, C) and h E SI(C, B). The category A, obtained by developing this 
concept is isomorphic to the category A, defined above. 
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The abelian category axioms of Freyd [2, p. 3.51 will be verified for A, . 
So, we must establish the existence of a zero object, of sums and products of 
a pair of objects, and of kernels and cokernels for each morphism. In addition, 
we must show that each monomorphism is a kernel of some morphism, and 
each epimorphism is a cokerncl of some morphism. 
Clearly (k,g) N (0,f) in H(d, H) implies k :: O(B, R(g)) by 3.10 and 
3.12. So, we can define 
O(B, A) = [O(B, R(f)),f] : rZ --t B in A, independently 
of the choice of ft &(A, B). 
3.16. For Z : 2 + L, Z is a xero object of A, z# Z” : %l, and O(B, A) 
is the zero morphism -q ---L B for any A, B : 2 --z L. 
Proof. =Issume Z” ==: Z1 for % : 2 -L, and let A : 2 -+ 1,. If 
(g,f) E R(Z, B), then K(f) mu= Z1, and so.f -mm= 0 by 3.10. But then R(f)0 = 
I(f) m-m R(f)' by 3.10, sinccfE %(/I, R(f)). So, K(g) =T R(f)l and g = 0 
similarly, proving that [g, f] = 0. If (j, h) E R(d, Z), then r(j) = Z” and 
[j, h] = 0 similarly. This proves that Z is a zero object. By 3.10 again, a 
composite A 4 Z -+ n in AL equals O(B, A). 
On the other hand, assume Z” + Z1. By 3.15, l(Z) = [f-‘,f] for 
f c R,(A, B). Since I(f-l) -== X1 -1’. Z” I(O), we have I(Z) # O(Z, Z). 
So, Z is not a zero object. 
Of course, 3.16 implies the existence of zero objects. We prove next that 
the functions K and I can be extended to morphisms of A, . 
3.17. Let f .= [fi ,fi] : A -+ B in A,. Then I(f) = 1(fJ and K(f) = 
(K( fJ ufi-) n A1 are defined independently of the choice of representative. 
Also, K(f) = A0 # K( fJ = R( fJ”. 
Proof. Let f = [fi ,fJ = [g, ,g,]. By 3.12, 
g, -= ( f, 0 ( f, 0 12-l)) 0 (h 0 s;‘) 
for a suitable h E &(A, B). But then I(g,) C 1( f2) by 3.5 twice. Similarly, 
I( f.) C I( g2), and so 1( fi) = 1( g,) and I(f) is well-defined. 
By3.11,letf = [h,,h,]suchthath,/A,B,f,,g,.Nowh,=f,o(f,ohy’) 
by 3.12, so 
W-4 = W(f,) u (f, 0 h;W n WV 
= (KC fd u fl- u k) n WJ, 
by 3.5 and modularity. But then 
(K(h,) u h,-) n A1 
= (KC fJ u fi- u k) n A1 1 (K( fi) u k) n 4 
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by modularity, since R(h,)l u h,- 1 Al. By three repetitions of the above 
argument, we obtain 
(zqf,) ufl-) n ‘41 = (zqh,) u h,-) n A’ 
= (K( g2) u g,-) l-l L4il’. 
Therefore, K(f) is well-defined. 
Since fr E SZ(i3, R(f,)), we have the up-down projectivity 
D U = D(,4l, fi-) C:(R( fi)*, fi-) 
associated with f;‘. But DU(K(fz)) = K(f) and DC(R(f,)O) = A”. 
Therefore, K(f) = kZ” iff k’(f2) = R( fr)“. 
3.18. Ilfr2~BBC,thengf=Oz~Z(f)CK(g). 
Proof. Let f = [ f2 , fi] and g = [g2 , g,] such that fl 1 B, C, g, by 
3.11. Then gf = 0 iff g, o (g, ofi) = 0 iff Z(g, o fJCK(g.J ii?’ 
(I( $J u gr-) n R( g,)l C K( ga) by 3.10 and 3.5. By the up-down projectivity 
associated with g, , (I( fa) u g,-) n R( g,)l C K( gz) iff 
Z( fJ C (K( g.J u gl-) n B1 iff Z(f) C K(g). 
We now verify the assertion that morphisms A ---f B are in one-one 
correspondence with maps in S(A, B) if A and B are r-disjoint, and that gf 
is a generalization of g 0 f. 
3.19. Let -4, B : 2 + L be r-disj,int. Then reciprocal one-to-one corre- 
spondences o : R(A, B)/4 - S(A, B) and T : S(A, B) ---f R(A, B)/4 exist such 
that o[fi ,fJ = fi ofi if.f, ofi is de$ned ( sue re h P resentatives exist for every 
morphism). Let f E R(A, B)/$. Then K(f) = K(o(f)) and Z(f) = Z(u(f)). Also, 
f is an isomorphism of AL 28 u(f) is isorepresentative, and then u(f-I) = o(f)-l. 
Tf A, B, C is a mixed sequence and A L B -% C, then u(gf) = u(g) 0 u(f). 
Proof. Suppose f : A - B for r-disjoint A and B. Let f = [f3 , fJ 
such that fi / A, B by 3.11. Thenf, ofi is defined. Now suppose f = [g, , g,] 
and g, o gr is defined. By 3.12, g, = ( fz o ( fi o h-l)) G (h o g-l) for some 
h E Z?,(A, B) such that h 1 A, B, fi , g, . But then g, o g, = f2 o fi by 3.6 twice 
and 3.8 twice, since A, R(gr), R(h), B and A, R(h), R( fJ, B are mixed 
sequences. So, we can define u(f) = .f2 0 fi independently of the choice of 
representative. This defines a function u : R(A, B)/+ --f S(,4, B). There is 
no difficulty in proving u is one-to-one and onto; we omit the details. So, 
7 : S(A, B) --f Z?(A, B)/$ can be defined by r = u-l. 
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If f = [.fii ,.fJ such that bz ofi is defined, then 
I(f) WA w-2 cafr) 44) 
K(f) ~ (K($J u.fl-) n --!I K( .ji i fJ -z K(a(f)) 
by 3.5 and the hyllothesis /(,f,) mm: K(J;)*. 
If f is an isomorphism d + U in A, , then ff ’ 1, JO ( $A ( fi zB), g,) ~~ 
(.e;‘, g,) for suitable representatives ( ,fil ,,fJ and ( gs , g,) for f and f-l, 
respectively, by 3.15. So, B’ ~~ 1(,r;‘) f(f., J (f, 0 gz)) C KfJ b> 3.5, 
proving I(u(f)) ~~ B’. Similarly, f If 1 implies K(a(f)) :-= z30, and so 
u(f) E s1(z3, II). 
If o(f) E S1(,4, B), then f. is isorepresentativc by the above and 3.17. So, 
u(f) l 7 (,f2 ,fi) ’ ~~~ f;’ L)f;’ by 3.7, and then we have T(a(f)-l) 
[,f,‘,f‘; ‘1. By applying 3. I I, 3.8 and 3.15, we can prove fT(u(f)-‘) --= 1(A4) 
and T(o(f)~ l)f mm l(B). So, f is an isomorphism with a(f-‘) ~ uT(u(f) -I) 
u(f) I. 
If A, B, C is a mixed sequence and A J+ B 2, c‘, let f -: [f‘?. ,.fJ and 
g =~- [gz,gl] by 3.11 such that A, R(,f,), B, H( xi), C is a mixed sequence. 
But then u(gf) = a(g) 0 u(f) by 3.6 twice. 
Tl’e now consider kernels and cokernels. Scvcral familiar relationships 
must bc verified. 
3.20. Let .4 : 2 + I, and -4” C .v C A’. Then t/we exists al2 object U nutI 
g : B ---r A in A, such that K(g) 1 Bo and I(g) = x. Dually, there exists Cl’ 
and h : &-1 + C such that K(h) ~~~ .x and I(h) := Cl. 
Proof (‘hoose f~ K&1, :I), and let J (.x U f ) fl K(f)‘. Define 
B _v;R(f’)“, and verify that s E ,!(e, I) exists with g ~~ .f 0 (A u y) 
such that K(g) BO and I(g) == x. Setting g p= I, the first part follovvs 
from 3.19. For the second part, let C ~ R(f)‘/y, verify that h E S(A, C) 
with hm = .fm u x exists such that K(h) ~= ,v andI ~~ Cl, and let h -= T(!I). 
3.21. Fov f : .4 ---f B in A, , f is a monomorphism ;sf k-(f) = =I”, and f 
is an epimorphism ;fs I(f) =-= 13’. 
Proof. Suppose f is a monomorphism. By 3.20, choose g : E -* A such 
that I(g) = K(f). Then fg -- O(B, E) = fO(J, E) by 3.16 and 3.18. So, 
g = 0 bv the monomorphism property, and K(f) = I(g) := .4O by 3.16 
and 3.10.- 
sow suppose K(f) = Jo, and h, k : E -+ A in AL such that fh = fk. 
By 3.1 1, there are representatives (t. , fJ, (h, j) and (k, j) for f, h and k, 
respectively, such that 
[./a 0 (f, 0 h),jl = fh = fk = [.fL 0 (fi 0 k),jl- 
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By 3.12, fL 0 (fr 0 II) = fz 0 (fr o k). But then h : /z by 3.8 twice, since 
K( fr) ~= Aa is known and K( JJ :m I?( fr)” by 3.17. Therefore, h = k, 
proving that f is a monomorphism. 
The second half is proved hy similar arguments. 
3.22. Let ,-1 A B 5 C in A, . Then f is a kernel for g $7 f is a morto- 
morphism atd I(f) =I K(g). Dually, g is a cokernel for f $j‘ g is an epimorphism 
and I(f) z~= K(g). 
Proof. Suppose g is a cokernel off. It is known that g is an epimorphism 
[2, Prop. I .6 1 X, p. 2 11. Since gf = 0, vvc have I(f) C K(g) by 3.18. Construct 
h : B + 15’ such that K(h) I(f) by 3.20. Since hf = 0 by 3.18, there exists 
k : C’ F I< such that kg = h, by the cokernel property. Kow kg ~ 
[k, 1 (k, :’ sz), gr] for suitable representatives (k, , k,) and (g, , gr) for k and 
g, respectively. Therefore, 
I(f) = K(h) = K(kg) 
= (A& c (k, 0 g2)) u gl-) n B’ 3 K(g) 
by 3.5 twice, proving I(f) = K(g). A 1 semi ar p roof shows that f is a mono- 
morphism and I(f) = K(g) if f is a kernel of g. 
Suppose g is an epimorphism and I(f) = K(g). By 3.18, gf = 0. Let 
h : B -F such that hf = 0. So, K(g) = I(f) C K(h). By 3.11, choose 
m E R,(B? C) such that m I F, and j E R,(C, F) such that j 1 C’, F, m. Kow 
m t R,(B, F) by 3.11, so g == [g, m] and h = [h, m] for unique maps 
g E S(R(m), C) and h E S(R(m), F) by 3.12. By the up-down projectivity 
associated with m E SI(B, R(m)), K(g) C K(h) implies K(g) C K(h). Let 
E -~ R(m)l/K( g); by 3.9 there are maps g, E S(E, C) and h, E S(E, F) such 
that g,mm = g and h,p = h- . We can verify I( sr) = I(g), and I(g) ~= Cr 
br 3.21 since g is an epimorphism. Also, K(gr) = K(g) -: E”, so g, is 
isorepresentative. Since R(j), C, E is a mixed sequence, g;r 0 j-l, denoted 
p, is in SI(R( j), E). Since R(j), E, F is a mixed sequence, h, 0 p E S(R( j), F), 
and we can define d = [h, 0 p, j] E R(C, F)/$. Then by 3.13, 
dg = [(h, 0 P) 0 ( j 0 g), ml, 
since R(m), C, R(j) and R(m), R(j), Fare mixed sequences. But (j 0 g)- = p- 
is easily seen, from which 
((h, c p) o (j o g))- = ((h, o p)- u p-) n (R(m)l u P) = h,- = h- 
by 3.8 and the above. So, (h, op) 0 (j ~16) = la by 3.4, proving dg r= h. 
This proves that g is a cokernel for f. A similar, easier proof shows that f 
is a kernel for g if f is a monomorphism and I(f) = K(g). 
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For f : 9 -+ B in A, , a monomorphism g : C - A with I(g) = K(f) 
and an epimorphism h : B 4 D with I(f) = K(h) exist by 3.20 and 3.21. 
Therefore, every morphism has a kernel and a cokernel in A, by 3.22. From 
3.22, we see that a monomorphism is a kernel of its cokernels, and dually. 
Thcrcforc, each monomorphism is a kernel of some morphism and each 
epimorphism is a cokerncl of some morphism in A, . 
For any objects i3, R : 2 + I,, we must demonstrate the existence of sums 
and products. 
3.23. Let A, B, C, D : 2 + L such that C i A, B and D j 4, B, C, and let 
j E SI(9, C) and k E SIT(B, D). If B : L (Cl U D1)j(Co u DO), then there exist 
unique maps u in S(E, A), v in S(E, B), s in S(d, E) and t in S(B, E) such that 
u- =j-uDl s-=j- uDO 
v- = k- u Cl t- = k- u Co 
The diagrams A A$* E & B and A G@ E AWL B are sum and product 
diagrams, respectively, fey A and B in AL . 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Now E / A and E 1 B by 3.2, since C, D, 9 
and C, D, B are mixed sequences. Straightforward computations (requiring 
use of 3.3) establish the existence of u, z’, s and t as given above; uniqueness 
follows from 3.4. We can also verify that I(U) = /P, I(V) = B1, K(s) = A0 
and K(t) = B”. 
Now suppose that f : &-I ---, .X and g : B + X in A, . Choose p E I&(X, X) 
such that p 1 A, B, E by 3. II. Define f 7 U(T( p)f) and g = U(T( p)g), so 
,f~ S(A, R(p)) and g E S(B, I?( p)). Sow .f 0 U, g 0 z E S(E, R(p)). Let 
Applying 3.3 to the mixed sequence (Cl u D")/Eo, R(p), (Co u D1)/Eo, we 
see that R( p)l, x and y distribute. Then we can prove there exists 
h E S(E, R(p)) such that h- = x U y without difficulty. 
Let z denote Cl u Do u R(p)‘. W e o b serve that x = (up ufm) n x, so 
S-UX=(S-u~)n(~-uf-.)3f- 
by modularity, since s- C U- and -4l U R(p)’ Cj- u Cl U R(p)’ C s- u n. 
But then (h o s)- If- by definition, and so h o s = f by 3.4. Similarly 
h o t = g can be proved. 
Assume w E S(E, R(p)) such that zu 0 s = f and w 0 t = g. We prove 
next that this implies w = h. Now 
w-n(Aluz)Czu(Aln(El~R(p)~)) 
=zu(AOn(EOuR(p)O)) =Z 
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by modularity and 3.2, since d, E, R( 9) is a mixed sequence. Furthermore, 
u- u f - = D1 v s- v (w 0 s)- 
= D1 u s - u (w- n (s- u A1 u R(p)‘)) 
= u-- u (w- n (A’ u z)), 
using modularity and the equations 
u- = s- u D1 and s~uAl-j--uD”uAl-.,41uC1uDo. 
Therefore, 
x --_ (U-uf-)nx = (wn(A1u2))u(2~-nz) 
by the above and modularity. To prove 2~’ C W-, then, it suffices to show 
u n z C w-. But U-, C1 u Do and I2( p)’ distribute by 3.1, since p ] A, E. 
So, it suffices to prove that 
U-- n R( p)l C K(p)” and U- n (Cl u Do) = DO u (u- n Cl) C E”. 
The former result follows from 3.2 applied to A, E, R(p). For the latter, 
we see thatj-, Cl and D1 distribute by 3.3 applied to A, C, D, and so 
ZL- n Cl = (j- u Dl) n C1 = Co 
We have proved x C w-, and a similar proof shows y C w-. But then 
k- -= x u y C w-, so h = w by 3.4. 
Let h ::: T( p-l) 7(h) in A, . Then hT(s) = T( p-l) T(h 0 s) = f, using 3.19, 
12 0 s = f and the definition f = U(T( p)f). Similarly, hT(t) = g. For 
uniqueness, suppose w : E + X in A, such that WT(S) = f and we = g. 
Let zu = u(T( p)w). By 3.19, w 0 s : f and w 0 t = g. The previous result 
shows 12 = W, from which h = w follows by 3.19. This completes the proof 
that -4 m?&, E & 
The proof that A ft&~tiagram- B IS a product diagram is somewhat easier. 
Suppose f : X---f A and g : X + B in A, . Choose p E R,(X, E) such that 
p ! A, B, E by 3.11. Then f = [f, p] and g = [g, p] for unique maps 
f~ S(R( p), A) andg E S(R( p), B) by 3.12. Since R(p), A, E and R(p), B, E 
are mixed sequences, s 0 f, t o g E S(R( p), E). Without much difficulty, 
we can prove h E S(R( p), E) exists such that 
h- = ((s of)- u D1) n ((t 0 g)p u Cl) 
Then define h = [Iz, p] : X + E. Easy arguments then prove that T(U)h = 
[u o h, p] = f and T(v)h = [V o h, p] = g. The uniqueness of h follows by 
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expressing w : S --F E as [ZLI, p], showing that T(U)W f is cquiralent to 
u c w ~- f, and that u 0 zc ~- fimplics z C (s ~>f)m u Dr. A similar argument 
proves 7~’ C (t c s)- u c‘l, from which .zc C h- follows. So, zo h by 3.4 
an d w == h. \\:e omit thcsc computations. 
Obviously, products and sums of each pair of objects c&t in A, by 3.23 
and 3.1 I. This completes the proof that A, is a small abelian catcgor-y. 
The next result gives the isomorphism between subobject lattices and 
interval sublattices stated in tire main theorein. 
3.24. For any A : 2 -+ L, there is a lattice isonrovphim between the subo@ct 
lattice for -4 in A, and the inttwal sublattice [.-I 0, ,411 of~l. 'rh correspondence 
is given by [f] i--f I(f), zchwe f ;.s 0 l~ir,nornorpllisw~ into &3 ami [f] dmotes the 
subobj’ect represented by i. kyimi/ar!v, the potict~t latticr for -.I is isonmphic to 
[A”, dl]. The correspondence is +en lj>~ [g] f b K(g), zciwiw g is an epi,imorphisnl 
with domain A and [g] deenotes the quotient object represented by g. 
Pro+. Let f : AV - .-I and g : \- + -,J be monomorphisms of A, 
By 3.22 and 3.18, Z(f) CZ(g) iff Z(f) C K(coker(g)) ifi coker(g)f 0. But 
coker(g)f = 0 iff f : gh for some h : .I’ b lT [2, p. 421. So, Z(f) C Z(g) if?’ 
[f] C [g]. From this result, it follows that [f] - Z(f) defines a one-to-one 
and order-preserving function. But the function is onto hy 3.20 and 3.21, 
proving that it is a lattice isomorphism. [The inverse preserves order.] 
The second part is proved similarl!;. 
3.25. Let A L B !-* C in AL . Then the pair is e.vac‘t 28 Z(f) --K (g) 
Pi,oof. Exactness is equivalent to [ker(cokcr(f))] =-- [ker(g)] by [2, 
Thm. 2.16, p. 421. But by 3.22, 
Z(ker(coker(f))) :_ K(coker(f)) Z(f) 
Z(Wg)) ~~ I. 
The result then follows from 3.24. 
1fb:L - M, then A,) is an exact functor A, -+ A,, by direct application 
of 3.14, 3.15 and 3.25. There is no difficulty in proving that AL and A, 
determine a functor A : 9 -+ fl, using 3.14. 
Finally, we consider the relation between projectivity in L and isomorphism 
in AL . For f E SZ(A, B), let P(f) denote the “isoreprescntative” up-down 
projectivity, 
P(f) -= D(B1, f ) LpP,f-) : [AO, -411 - [BO, RI] 
3.26. Let A, B, C be a mixed sequence, f E SZ(A, B) and g E SI(B, C). 
ThenP(f-l) =P(f)-landP(gof) ==-P(g)P(f).Zff := [JA,fi] = [gS,,yl] 
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is an isomorphism of A, , then .f, , g1 ,tz and. g2 are isorepvesentatke and 
Kf2) P(fl) == P(h) P(&). 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Now P(f) = D(B1, f --) l”(Al, f -) and 
P(f ~1) =-= D(Al,.f-) U(Bl,fm). Since D(.v, y) and 6(x, y) are reciprocals, 
P(.f ‘1 - P(f )- l. 
Let 6 denote P(g) P(f) and let c denote P( g 0 f). For A0 C x C A41, we 
observe that s u f, B1 and g-- distribute by 3.3, so 
h(.~) = (((,x u f -) n P) u g ) n Cl C (*x u f u g-) n Cl - C(X) 
using modularity. By the above and 3.7, h~r( y) C cp’( y) for Co Cy C Cl 
similarly. But then x == D-lb(x) C &‘c(x) C cmic(~x) s, and so b-‘c(s) = .v, 
whenever a4o C x C Al. Therefore, P(g 0 f) 2 c = b ~~ P(g) P(f). 
If f is an isomorphism of A, , then fi and g1 are isorepresentative by 
definition, and f2 and g, are isorepresentative by 3.21 and 3.17. By 3.12, 
g2 :: (,f2 o ( fl o h-1)) o (k o g;i) for a suitable isoreprescntative 12. But then 
P(gJ P(‘cl) = P(f,) P( fJ by several applications of results above. 
DEFINITION. Let AI, denote the subcategory of isomorphisms of A, , 
and let V, denote the category of intervals ofL and projectivity isomorphisms. 
Let P(rl) denote [iz”, 4’1 for rZ : 2 -FL, and let P(f) denote P($J P( fl) if 
f -= [ fi ,.f,] in AIL . By 3.26, the definition of P(f) is independent of the 
choice of representative. 
3.27. If P isgiaen by P(-4) and P(f), then P is a functov.fmm AIL onto VL . 
Proof. By direct application of 3.15, 3.13, and 3.26, we can show 
P : AI, -+ VL is a functor. 
To prove P is onto, we must show that every projectivity isomorphism 
p : [.-1”, -1’1 -+ [B”, tr’] equals P( $J P( f,) for some ( ,fL , fi) in R(iZ, B) such 
that fi is isorepresentative. So, assume p == p,.p+, ... pr is a composite of 
transpose isomorphisms. IJse induction on Y. If Y m-7 0, then p I by 
convention, and so A = B. Then (.f-l,,f) suflices, for f E &!,(A, -4). 
Now assume the induction hypothesis. So, Y > 0 and p,_, pres ... p, = 
W2) P(.fJ for SOme (fi ,.fl) E RG4, C) such that ,fi is isorepresentative, 
and pr : [CO, Cl] - [BO, Br]. By 3.1 1 and 3.26, we can assume -f, 1 B, C. 
Since pr is a transpose isomorphism, there are two cases. 
Case 1. Assumep, = D(Bl, CO), where B1 n Co -= B” and B’ U Co = C’. 
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There is no problem showing f:i E ,V(R(f,), B) exists such that 
i3- = f2-. n (B1 U h’(f,)l). For R(f#’ C y C R( f#, we have 
p(fdd = b u [k n CR’ u UW n Bl 
= (y u fy-) n Cl n B1 -== p,P(.f2)(y) 
so, P(f3) = PdYfd 
Case 2. Assume p,. em: U(Cr, B"), so that Cl n R” =- c’” and 
Cl u B” = H. Observe first that, for R(Jr)” C y C R(f,)i, we have 
Co C (Bon (y uf2J) u (B" n P) 
C BO n (y u.f?~ u Cl) 
= B" n (A!( f# u Cl) 
== (BO n R( f#) u (BO n Cl) :~~ Cn 
since fi ; B, C implies that B" n R(f;)r C Co and that B”, Cr and R(,f,)r 
distribute by 3.1. Then, y Ub2-, B” and Cl distribute. In particular, Jz- , R” 
and Cl distribute by setting y = R( fJO. ‘3’ . rmilarlp, we can prove that.f,-, BO 
and R(f,)l distribute. Using these distributivities, we can show that there 
exists f3 E Sl(R( fi), B) such that Jj- fy U B”. Again we have 
p(fJ( Y) = ( Y ” f2- ” B”) n (Cl ” B”) 
= NY uf2- ) n Cl) u B” - Mfd~) 
by the distdbutivity proved above. So, P( is) = pJ’( f2). 
In both cases, fa E SI(R(f,), B) was constructed such that P( f3) -: p,P( f2). 
But then (is , fJ E R(iZ, B), fid is isorepresentative, and P(f.) P(fi) = 
prP( fJ P(f,) = p,. pP-i ... p, = p, completing the induction. This proves 
P is onto. 
From 3.26 and 3.19, we can deduce that P(f) == P(o(f)) if A and B are 
r-disjoint and f : LI --f B in AI, . So, every projectivity isomorphism 
between r-disjoint objects is equal to some isorepresentative projectivity. 
From 3.27, it follows that objects of A, are isomorphic iff the corresponding 
intervals are projective. This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
4. ABELIAN LATTICE THEORY 
Some short results about abelian lattices are gathered here. To begin, 
a useful special form of (AL) is given. 
DEFINITION. Suppose L is a modular lattice with a smallest element, 
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denoted 0. An element x ofL “can be tripled” if there exist-y, x EL (depending 
upon X) such that 
xny=xnz=ynx=O 
xuy=xuz=yux 
That is, s, y and x generate the lattice below if s f 0. 
4.1. If L is a modular lattice with smallest element 0 and every element of 
L can be tripled, then L is an abelian lattice. 
Proof. Let ,4 : 2 + L. By applying the hypotheses to A’, we can find 
y, z EL such that 
Define B: 2+L by B1 =-= z and B” = z n (A0 u y). It is easily verified 
that there exists h E SI(A, B) such that h- = A0 UY. But then L is an 
abelian lattice, since (AL) may be restated: For any A : 2 ---f L, there exists B 
such that S1(A, B) is nonempty. 
We next construct abelian lattices from abelian groups. 
DEFINITION. For an abelian group G, let r(G) denote the lattice of 
subgroups of G. Let N denote the set of positive integers, and let GN denote 
the abelian group of functions N 4 G. (This is a countable product of topics 
of G; a countable sum of copies of G could also be used.) A subgroup H of 
GN has “finite support ” if there exists a finite KC N such that h E H and 
n EN - K imply h(n) = 0. Let rf(GN) denote the set of subgroups of GN 
having finite support. 
4.2. For any abelian group G, I’,(GN) is an ideal of I’(GN) under inclusion, 
and is an abelian lattice. 
Proof. If HE r,(GN) and Ho C If in r(G”), obviously Ho E I’,(GN). 
Suppose H, J E J;(GN). Choose K, MC N such that h(n) = 0 for h E H 
and n EN - K, and j(n) := 0 for j E J and n EN - M. Then I-I u J := 
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H I- J F I;(G”), because h t N and ; ,E .I imply (11 + j)(?z) 0 for 
12 t N -~ (K u Allil). So, f,(GN) is an idcal of r(GN) under inclusion. Since 
r(GN) is modular, so is r,(GN) [I, p. 131. 
The trivia1 group 0 is a smallest element for r,(G”). \\:e prove finally that 
cvcry element of I;(GN) can be tripled. Suppose H E r,(GN), and choose a 
finite K C N such that k t II and 12 t N -- K imply h(lz) 0. Let p max K, 
and define the function 6 : N + N as follows: 
\ 
n : p if II p. 
Q) :n-- P 
t 
if p-.:iz 2p. 
n if n ’ 2p. 
Kotc that 6s -1 I, . Let H, = Cl18 : h E II) and let II, = [/I ‘- h6 : II E IJj. 
It is easily verified that C31 . If, E I;(G”) and 
H n H, -= H I? 11, II, n 13, 0 
H u E-r, : H u H, ~-- Il, v H, . 
Therefore, H can be tripled, and so I;(GN) is an abclian lattice lx- 4. I. 
It is natural to ask whether there are any lattice identities sat&&d in an 
abelian lattice that arc not consequences of modularity. The answer is 
affirmative, as is shown b!; the characterization theorem below. 
I)EFIXITION. A lattice 1‘ is “embcddable” in a lattice ilI if there is a 
one-one map L --r M. If .I’ C y in IV, then il,f[x, y] denotes the interval 
sublattice {x E M : x C z C yj. If .J is an object in an abelian category F?, 
then r(A; ‘(;) denotes the lattice of subobjects of ,-1 in ‘6. Let ~7 denote the 
category of abelian groups and homomorphisms, so that r(G) and F(G; 9) 
arc isomorphic lattices for abelian groups G. Say that a lattice I, is 
“representable by abelian groups” if I, is embeddable in F(G) for some 
abelian group G. 
THEOREM 4.3. For any lattice I,, the fdhing are epiaalent: 
(1) I, is embeddable in an intercal sublattice ?f some abelian lattice. 
(2) I, is embeddahle in the lattice of subobjects of an object i?z some small 
ahelian category. 
(3) I, is repeseztable by abrlian groups. 
Provf. Suppose L is cmbeddable in :II[x, y], whcrc s C y in an abelian 
lattice J,I. Now A,\, is a small abclian category, and AVZ[.x, y] is latticc-iso- 
morphic to r( y,“,~; A,,) by 3.24. So, L is embcddablc in r( y/s; A,,), proving 
that (I) implies (2). 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is known. Howcrer, no specific reference 
suggests itself, so we outline a proof. 
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~~ssume I, is embeddable in I’(,?; 55) where A is an object in a small 
abclian category %. By the Freyd-HeronLubkin embedding theorem 
[2, ‘I’hm. 7.14, p. 1501, there is an exact embedding functor F : ‘6’ --f Y. 
Dctine I’;, : ~(-+I-I; %) + r(F(.-I); V) by F,,([f]) [F(f)], where .f is a mono- 
morphism into il in %‘, and brackets indicate the subobject represented by a 
monomorphism. By exactness, F preserves monomorphisms, epimorphisms, 
kernels and cokcrnels [2, Prop. 2.22, p. 451. So, F preserves subobjects and 
their lattice operations [2, pp. 36-391. Tl rcrcforc, P,r is a map. Furthermor-e, 
I; takes nonesact sequences into nonexact sequences [2, p. 671. For mono- 
morphisms f and g into .-I in ?Y, the 11, [F(f)] ~ [E’(g)] iff coker($(f)) 
cokcr(E’(,n)) iff coker(fj == coker( ,c) iff [,f] [,?I, by [2, Lemma, p. 421. 
Therefore, E;, is one-to-enc. Since r(E‘(,-I)) and I’(F(-3); Y) are isomorphic 
lattices, this proves that (2) implies (3). 
SupposeI, is embeddable in r(G) f or some abelian group G. Let $I :G --t G” 
he the homomorphism given by $(x)( 1) = s and $I(.Y)(IZ) mm 0 for 12 :, 1, 
for all .X E G. Then $I induces a one-to-one map #” : r(G) + -11[0, #,,(G)], 
where -I/ = I)(GN) and 4,,(H) ~- {c~(.Y) : x E 13) for fl E r(G). Now r,(GN) 
is an abelian lattice 1,. 4.2. Therefore, (3) implies (I), completing the proof 
of the theorem. 
\Ve Iremark that embeddability in an interval sublattice of an abelian 
lattice is the same as embeddabihty in an abelian lattice for a lattice with 
smallest and largest elements. With respect to lattice identities, in particular, 
note that finitely generated lattices have smallest and largest elements. 
In [5, 2.1, 2.2; cited in I, p. 109, #7], B. J onsson gave a lattice identity 
that is satisfied in a lattice representable by abelian groups. This identity 
is equivalent to Desargues Theorem in a projective plane. However, there 
are projcctivc planes in which Desargues Theorem fails, and the lattice of 
subspaces of a projective plane is modular. Therefore, Jonsson’s identity 
is not a consequence of modularity. By 4.3, Jonsson’s identity holds in an 
abelian lattice. 
Finally, observe that the abelian lattice axiom (AL) is not self-dual. TVe 
are forced to choose between a subobject and a quotient object interpretation 
for our lattice elements, and have followed the usual preference for sub- 
objects. However if axiom (AL) is replaced by its order dual, the main 
theorem can be obtained dually. 
5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
The author conjectures that a functor L : flP> 2 exists such that A,,,, 
and C arc equivalent categories [2, p. 741 f or any small abelian category C. 
If so, we could define I, equivalent to M in YI if A, and A,, arc equivalent 
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categories, and then show that A and L induce reciprocal one-to-one 
correspondences between equivalence classes of small abelian categories and 
equivalence classes of abelian lattices. 
By a suitable definition of “large” abelian lattices (whose underlying 
spaces are not sets), it may be that metafunctors A and L are constructible 
between large abeiian lattices and abelian categories. We observe that a 
small nontrivial abelian lattice is not join-complete, since it can’t have a 
largest element. This suggests a connection between lattice and abelian 
category completeness concepts (see [2, p. 781). 
An important unsolved problem is the characterization bv lattice identities 
of those lattices representable by abelian groups. By 4.3, this problem has 
been reduced to a problem of abstract lattice theory. 
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